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we all know that mastering is an all important part of the music audio process. an audio engineer buddy of mine suggested piping my video audio through a program called auto audio mastering system or aams. provided him with a 48/16 stereo wave file for processing. the
program material was primarily speech, music and ambient sound. within the program, you can choose from dozens of presets. the program will then process your audio to these prescribed specs. we discussed how this process in no way takes the place of a talented mastering
engineer. he uses it on audio projects that will probably never make it that far. the results were surprisingly good. the finished audio had a smooth, professional sound. not just compression or limiting, but a combination of equalization, compression and balance that i thought

greatly improved the audio. this is a standalone program, not real time processing, such as a plugin would provide. it took about 4 times the audio length to process. now days aams v3 has got its own completed internal mastering rig! with the combination of dsp-eq, dsp-
compressor, dsp-loudness.you can complete a quality mastering job within aams with ease and way less effort than doing things manually.including the user can now create, analyze and adjust and save the reference spectrum preset as needed, therefore creating your own

sound.the aams v3 database is updated and renewed, so many users will find what they need in our software.i have a good understanding of mastering and aams contains those ideas, with the main goal to provide easyness and quality.aams users also have a lot to say and have
good ideas, so if you have something to add your ideas will be listened to.i do hope you have as much fun as me using the aams program.we do make a lot of work making aams a good and steady mastering alternative and i know aams can make a good sounding master.
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